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Placemaking is about the “Making”
“Placemaking is an act of doing something. It’s not planning, it’s doing.
That’s what’s so powerful about it.”
—Fred Kent, Project for Public Spaces©
The placemaking began while the coals

been disintermediation of placemaking:

were still smoldering. After an act of

the placemaking “professional” who

arson destroyed a Louisiana cultural

has traditionally translated wishes to

council’s Shreveport headquarters, the

reality is simply gone. Team Better

mayor announced Shreveport Com-

Block presents a framework in which

mon, an initiative lead by an unlikely

the community dreams, plans and acts

alliance between arts leaders, city

without “expert” help. Many cases also

officials, community members, parish

emphasize the process, not the product;

managers, and others focused on the

the “making” fosters deliberative dis-

revitalization of a long-neglected edge

cussions and civic collaboration. While

of downtown. In short order meetings

the place is important, the “making”

were held, parties hosted, visioning

builds connections, creates civic engage-

sessions attended, parcels acquired,

ment, and empowers citizens— in short,

and by fall 2013, a yearlong activation

it builds social capital. As architect Mark

of the neighborhood by artists was

Lakeman of Portland’s City Repair or-

begun. Construction on the area will

ganization puts it, “the physical projects

begin in 2014. More than fifty people

are just an excuse for people to meet

are intimately involved in this place-

their neighbors.”

making effort, and Shreveport Common has laid the foundation to become

The cases in this paper show a number

one of the leading examples of creative

of trends, among them the forefronting

placemaking in the country, without a

of a solid plan for the ongoing program-

single shovel of dirt being turned.

ming of spaces; the rise and influence of
tactical urbanism; and the prevalence of

If placemaking has at its roots a com-

public/private partnerships. All of these

mitment to shaping great public places

trends rely fundamentally on a strong,

around the needs and desires of a com-

strategic and inclusive foundational

munity, in recent years it has become a

process. As a whole, they suggest that

movement in which communities are

successful placemaking has become

not only recipients, but active partici-

more iterative and more interactive. In

pants in this shaping. A major trend has

essence, placemaking has mirrored what

Corona Plaza, Queens, NY
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At their more involved, they include
nationwide projects like Park(ing) Day,
where anyone from ordinary citizens
to civic groups temporarily appropriate
on-street parking space for short term
use as open space. Tactical projects can
Photo courtesy ofAndres Power

be remarkably effective in remaking a

Guerrero Park, San Francisco, CA

has happened in countless other fields

and create a sense of ownership to those

in the past decade, with the rise of the

across the socioeconomic spectrum;

Internet. The new model of placemak-

and Corona Plaza, to draw community

ing emphasizes flexibility, embraces

members into the planning process

impermanence, shares information,

who would ordinarily be distrustful

and draws on unorthodox sources for

of authority. Programming is place-

influence. It empowers everyday users

making—the fostering of community

to become makers, to share ideas, and to

around a physical location. Placemakers

form alliances.

are able, through programs, to conthe needs of their communities. Even

trends that illustrate the increased im-

more important, because programming

portance of process over product:

involves a much lower barrier to entry,

calling attention to the need for better
placemaking on a larger scale. A project
like Chair Bombing solves the immediate need for seating, but it also provokes larger policy questions about the
social nature of the public realm. While
it is clear that not every project can be
tactical, there is little doubt that the
democratic ethos of the movement has
rubbed off on the placemaking practice
as a whole. Cities such as New York and
San Francisco have embraced the pilot
project, a kind of rapid-prototype for
urban spaces. The “trickle-up” nature
of tactical urbanism demonstrates the
growing influence of an Internet-in-

tinually tweak places to better meet
The following are some of the major

public space quickly and cheaply while

fluenced model where positive change
can happen in real time and everyone is
empowered to be a maker.

a broader community of individuals can

The new collaborators:
public/private partnerships.

Programming: The making
is never finished.

be involved with minimal investment.

While the mainstream of placemaking

existing places through programming:

Another challenge to the top-down,

the making is never finished.

product-focused placemaking of the

leave it” approach, the practice in the
past has focused on front-end community engagement and the initial creation of

past is the growing prevalence of public/

Agile places: the rise and
influence of tactical urbanism.

a place to the detriment of the “continu-

Tactical urbanism, usually low-cost,

ous placemaking” allowed by program-

unsanctioned, and temporary additions

ming. What happens when the designers

to the built environment, has caught

go away—the maintenance and planned

the recent attention of policymak-

activity of a place—deserves equal

ers, planners, artists, and community

attention. Programming was essential to

members alike. At their most minimal,

success in a number of cases: Houston’s

tactical actions have included “chair

Discovery Green, where an ongoing

bombings” by Brooklyn’s DoTank

draw was needed to ensure a new park

Collective in which the collective

developed a community of users; East-

built chairs and placed them in public

ern Market, to broaden social diversity

where they felt seating was needed.

Photo courtesy of ©ShapeThings / Flickr,
Creative Commons license: bit.ly/20auq

never advocated for a “design it and

There is endless opportunity to improve

Yarn bombing
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private partnerships in the practice.

community centered, and fundamen-

the way these communities behave and

These partnerships can be built on a

tally (and uniquely) democratic in

grow. Often, a new cycle begins once the

number of different models that mix

character.” Bryan is describing an open

initial “making” is finished—a com-

regulatory power and public ownership

source platform, one that placemaking is

munity might come together to ensure

with private resources and efficient

beginning to embrace. Long gone are the

the place is properly maintained, or to

management to create and maintain

days when the dictate was that “ordinary

create a calendar of cultural events to

well-run places that would not other-

citizens “should learn humility in the

enliven the place on an ongoing basis.

wise be possible. The vast majority of

face of expertise.”23 “We have gone from

The place is never truly finished, nor is

cases in this paper involve some mix

consuming places to making them”

the community. This mutual influence

of public and private entities as “mak-

and this has blurred the lines between

of community and place is what we call

ers,” whether the sectors collaborate

layperson and professional—creating a

the virtuous cycle of placemaking. Mu-

initially as instigators (as in Fargo/

community of makers.

tual stewardship grows from this cycle,

22

24

Moorhead StreetsAlive), or whether

which allows for multiple entry points

private partners are primarily respon-

The cases in this paper illustrate that

into the placemaking process, as shown

sible for the ongoing maintenance and

the relationship of places and their com-

in figure 1.

operations of a historically public place

munities is not linear, but cyclical, and

(as in Eastern Market). The bottom line

mutually influential. Places grow out of

Rather than a cycle where instiga-

is, the placemaking field has expanded

the needs and actions of their forma-

tors, regulators, and funders enter a

to include the private sector, as well as

tional communities, and in turn shape

linear process in a prescribed order,

public agencies, nonprofits, foundations,
and individuals, to play a role in these
important processes. Collaborations
that a generation ago would be unheard
of are now commonplace. And as the
public and private sectors interact in
new ways around the creation of places,
lasting bonds form. The relationships
that grow out of the “making” are equal
to, if not more important than, the places that result.

point toward a new, “making-focused” paradigm for the practice.
The most interesting, most successful
placemaking projects today leave behind
previous tenets of the field: gone is the
master-planner, the big, top-down bureaucracy, and the enormously expensive, multi-year debt-financed capital
plan. In his forward to Slow Democracy,
Frank Bryan makes the case that the
post-industrial age has allowed for
“the ascendance of a third wave—a new
paradigm—for today’s electronic age.
It’s a paradigm that is nonhierarchical,

Photo courtesy of ©asterix611 / Flickr, Creative Commons license: bit.ly/20auq

The major trends in placemaking

Bryant Park, New York
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Figure 01

The Virtuous Cycle of Placemaking
Organize

Deliberate

Share

Design

Reflect

Fund

Evaluate

Build/host event

Maintain

Program

Entry point for engagement—
community, funders, partners,
advocates, city officials, etc.

before “delivering” the product to the

individuals—politicians, funders, com-

roles and areas of expertise, and a

community, this model recognizes

munity leaders—who may change their

process that is set up to run indefinitely,

that placemaking is fluid, can involve

minds or reach the end of their attention

ever course-correcting to improve the

multiple points of entry for different

spans before the placemaking cycle is

place and better serve the community.

collaborators, and that community must

complete. There is little evidence that

This is, of course, a placemaking model

be actively involved as a maker, not just

the shift toward a more process-centric,

for the twenty-first century. In an era

a recipient, of a place.

inclusive, iterative model has made

marked by instant communication,

placemaking any simpler. We would

crowd-sourced production, and rap-

Admittedly, the model we are describing

argue that in this complexity lies one of

id prototyping, it’s no surprise that

may sound (and look) a bit anarchical.

the great strengths of placemaking; as an

the processes shaping our public

We will spend no time here arguing for

iterative process, placemaking requires

realm have evolved to fit the times.

orderliness in placemaking; like all true

complexity to work in different contexts,

This is fitting given the role the public

democratic processes, it is—and must

with different communities, and for

realm has long played as the “original

be—chaotic. Opinions clash, motives

different outcomes. There is no simple

social media platform.”25 Throughout

contradict, strong personalities dom-

answer to “what makes a good place,”

human history, public places have

inate, and the entire process can get

or for that matter, “what makes a good

been used and created to facilitate the

sidetracked by politics, money, or a bad

process.” The best answer, for each indi-

efficient exchange of information, goods

media story. Though the use of tech-

vidual project, lies in ongoing iteration

and services. It’s only fitting that our

nology and the rise of the rapid-imple-

and adaptation.

placemaking processes, designed to produce a good, healthy, functional “user

mentation model have streamlined the
process, placemaking is often tedious.

The key elements of placemaking, as

experience” in the public might carry

Good places still take years to become

illustrated in these cases, are an empow-

the hallmarks of the information age,

great places. Communities take years to

ered community of makers, a complex

among them networked collaboration,

adapt. And placemaking is still subject to

network of cross-sector alliances involv-

flexibility, and the idea that nothing is

the whims and personalities of powerful

ing individuals and groups with different

ever truly finished.
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5.8 Shreveport Common: Shreveport, LA
Tenacity from tragedy: using arts and culture as a driver of placemaking
Key Takeaways
• Arts and culture strategies have great power to activate an area while brick-and-mortar investments are being planned and financed
• Strong mayoral leadership can break through institutional boundaries to create powerful task forces with a unique set of participants that cut through red tape and get things done
• Creative placemaking working at the intersection of culture, urban development, transit, and housing, allows it to leverage a huge array of funding sources
• Placemaking doesn’t need hot-market cities and young urban professionals to be successful: it
just needs committed leaders and an enthusiastic community
Shreveport is Louisiana’s third largest city

authority. This public-private coalition

Shreveport Common’s ambitious plan

and an economic, educational, health-

is working on a plan for the revitalization

has been successful where others have

care, gambling, and cultural center for

of the nine-block district west of down-

failed primarily due to the tenacity of

the region where Arkansas, Louisiana,

town anchored by and themed around the

SRAC’s leadership and the manage-

and Texas meet. Once an economic hub, a

arts. This well-organized entity wields

ment team’s stalwart efforts to bring

downturn in the area’s oil and gas industry

an uncommonly wide range of powers; in

every last stakeholder to the table.

caused the city to suffer from disinvest-

addition to organizing monthly arts festi-

The planning process began with a

ment and neglect; the area west of down-

vals, Shreveport Common has the power

nine-month listening campaign, the

town known as Ledbetter Heights lost 90%

to make neighborhood planning decisions

assembly of a 55-person advisory

of its population between 1980 and 2010.

and works closely with the City to achieve

board made up of property owners,

Despite a series of regeneration strategies

good outcomes for all.

neighbors, city department heads, and

30

including festivals, special development
districts, and the attraction of two major
casinos, the area continued to slide into
disrepair. In 2009 the City used the
tragic arson of the office of the Shreveport
Regional Arts Council (SRAC) to spark
the revitalization of this area. Bypassing
standard routes for redevelopment, the
revitalization of the area, relocating them
to a historic fire station in this crumbling
area of downtown. SRAC was already well
loved for throwing festivals and delivering
high-quality arts education curriculum,
and this trust helped them lead a coalition, called Shreveport Common, that has
become the city’s de facto redevelopment

Photo courtesy of Shreveport Common

mayor charged SRAC with leading the

Shreveport Common, Aseana Festival, Shreveport, LA
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directors of non-profits, and eight task

to fulfill its management team’s goals:

enhanced transit connectivity. A signif-

forces, who developed a vision plan for

the parish can help grow population;

icant element of the plan rebuilds the

the area. After the plan was approved,

the development authority can help put

Common at moderate density through

the mayor appointed a thirteen-person

abandoned parcels back on city tax rolls;

renovated residential, commercial,

management team to provide oversight

the downtown development authority

retail, and anchor historic properties.

in the advancement of implementa-

and the arts council can bring cultural

The Common seeks to attract artists

tion. The team includes government

vitality to downtown. Realizing these

and others to live and work downtown,

and non-profit officials, with repre-

shared goals was essential to bringing

hopefully enticing some of the artists

sentation from the North Louisiana

together this diverse group of stake-

in the region to live in planned mar-

Council of Governments; the parish;

holders. “We knew if we wanted to be

ket rate and affordable housing. One

the city council; the City departments

successful we would have to start from

of the explicit goals of the Shreveport

of public assembly and recreation and

a place of shared vision and shared val-

Common plan is to drive population

community development; the Down-

ues,” says Wendy Benscoter, a member

growth in the area. Whereas this goal

town Development Authority; SRAC’s

of the management team.

might raise red flags of gentrification

president; a creative placemaking con-

in more expensive cities, as Gregory

sultant; an architect; and liaison to the

Shreveport’s all-in approach to com-

Free explains, Shreveport doesn’t deal

artist community. The management

munity development is demonstrated

with these issues. “Gentrification is the

team also has strategic alliances with

in their embrace of the local social

longest four letter world in the English

the city’s public transit system and

service clients in the area. Although a

language—but it doesn’t really apply to

development community.

large downtown homeless population

Shreveport. Because this neighborhood

had been an issue in the past, Shreve-

has been blighted for so long, we don’t

These unique partnerships give the

port Common has a new strategy. As

have the G-word that haunts us the same

Shreveport Common coalition broad

Executive Director Pam Atchison says,

way that makes it difficult to maneuver.”

powers: Caddo parish finances public

“We embrace the diversity of Shreve-

Transit improvements include empha-

realm improvements, while the head of

port Common and our eclectic mix of

sizing the I-20 highway off ramp that

public assembly acquires land, clears

neighbors. A great deal of effort has been

would redirect downtown-bound traffic

title on fractured real estate parcels

invested in working with the existing

to the district, a new bike and pedestrian

and packages them for developers. The

cultural, social services, and faith based

network, and the creation of an inter-

manager of the City’s federally desig-

groups, including several organizations

modal bus station, which would drive

nated Choice Neighborhoods program

that provide services to the homeless

foot traffic to the area.

acquires funds for redevelopment,

to keep everyone here. Our goal: no

and the North Louisiana Council of

one leaves!” Much of the harmony in

The diverse management team has been

Governments obtains federal transit

Shreveport Common’s coalition is due

helpful in acquiring unique funding

funding that will finance new bicycle

to Atchison’s tenacity. “Pam could sell

sources to move the plan forward. The

and pedestrian routes. Meanwhile,

anything to anybody. I bet she could

plan received early funding through the

SRAC calls meetings, builds rela-

even broker the Middle East peace,”

Mayors’ Institute on City Design 25th

tionships, does public relations, and

says Free, “When Pam says something,

Anniversary Initiative, which awarded

provides interim cultural program-

people listen.”

Shreveport funding for its vision process

ming. SRAC’s meetings are notoriously

in 2010. The plan and related program-

fun and fueled by food and drink. “This

The Shreveport Common plan charts

ming also received a National Endow-

is the south, we have to have a good

the course for a revitalized arts district

ment for the Arts Our Town grant two

time,” says Gregory Free, member of

centered around the area’s historic and

years in a row, for a total of $250,000,

the management team.

cultural assets. The plan includes a

and was a recipient of a $240,000

reconfigured public realm, including a

Creative Placemaking grant through

Shreveport Common has created a stra-

new 1.3-acre park, space for art markets

ArtPlace. The Shreveport Regional

tegic geographic focus through which

and festivals, a public art program, and

Arts Council has received $1,280,000 in

| Places in the Making

national grant awards; and has matched

the area is dotted with public art, and

UNSCENE!, each month from October

this with an additional $2,400,000 for

the historic cemetery at the north has

2013-April 2014, national artists will

the Common (plus nearly $3 million

begun bond-financed renovations.

come to Shreveport to mentor five

to renovate the central fire station).

However, while earth has yet to be

local artists, culminating in an exhibi-

As part of Shreveport`s H.U.D. Choice

turned, there is a sea change amongst

tion. In addition, SRAC has launched

Neighborhood program the area is

leaders in the city. City leadership is

several arts programs that infuse the

poised to receive millions more to

excited about the project, and as many

neighborhood with art, artists, and col-

revitalize the area. The management

as 600 people participated in a recent

laboration. This year SRAC launched

team has also been successful in

community design charrette. Already

an Arts Entrepreneurial Training

working with the Metropolitan Plan-

three new businesses have opened

program, a food truck pilot, and a new

ning Organization in securing federal

in the Common in long-abandoned

temporary public art program. They

transportation enhancement funds for

storefronts, and in 2013 the area added

also launched Pay it Forward, a unique

implementation of bicycle and pedes-

50 retail/service/support/creative jobs.

program that provides space to artists

trian improvements. State support has

The cultural District Zoning Ordinance

in exchange for their service to local

come from Louisiana’s cultural district

was also approved this year, which

social service organizations.

program, which holds up Shreveport

paves the way for developers to take

as a model. Under the state cultural

advantage of tax credits, and artists to

Shreveport Common has been touted as

districts plan, sales by artists in the

sell work tax-free.

a premier example of Creative Placemaking, which forwards the perspective

district are exempt from sales tax and
developers may access historic preser-

While the slow process of develop-

that putting creativity and culture at

vation tax credits (a privilege normally

ment takes place, SRAC has planned

the core of neighborhood development

only allowed in historic districts).

an extensive program of events to

fulfills both artistic and livability goals.

invigorate the Common with street

Designating a regional arts council

Today, the physical environment of

life. SRAC hopes this regular anima-

to lead a neighborhood development

Shreveport Common looks similar to

tion of the district will keep spirits up

process is an unusual tactic, but one that

what it looked like in 2009, with some

as the development process contin-

SRAC believes is vital, “The Common is

notable exceptions. The central fire

ues. “Sustained programming is the

a testing ground, and also the crow bar

station has been rehabilitated and

key to sustained development,” says

to open the door to future changes at a

SRAC relocated there in February 2013,

Atchison. As part of a program called

broader scale,” says Atchsion.

Shreveport Common, CommonLink design charrette, Shreveport, LA

Photo courtesy of Shreveport Common
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07

Conclusion
Even in a networked, technology-enabled

quickly and easily than can a placemak-

about from the disappointments? It

world, placemaking can’t escape “place,”

ing professional, no matter how keen.

clearly isn’t the “type” of project; case

and while many lessons and tactics

studies highlighted in this paper range

might translate across projects, individ-

from volunteer and community-driven

ual project context remains elemental.

temporary events to large urban parks

The nuances of this context—culture,

with multi-million dollar budgets and

political milieu, demographics, commu-

big-name funders. Rather, the most suc-

nity resources, climate and environment,

cessful projects seem to be those that can

and public will—offer rich information to

combine tactics that historically would

set up a pathway to success. Is it realistic

have been kept separate. The model of

to expect that the community will have

the DOT Plaza program, for example, in

the capacity and resources available to

which pilot projects are tested and then

meet the project goals? If not, is there

made permanent, combines rapid-im-

additional capacity in other sectors? In

plementation with long-term investment

the face of uncertainty about the future

Successful project leaders are a special

by a public agency. City Repair combines

maintenance and operations funding

breed. In fact, a commonality of many

guerilla-style public art with a long,

structure for the NYC DOT plazas, a

projects is the prominence of what

consensus-based community creative

philanthropic foundation recently

PPS’ Fred Kent calls a “zealous nut”—a

process. TAXI focuses simultaneously

formed to help manage and fund these

singleminded, tireless, passionate

on creating a highly-branded experience

new places on an ongoing basis. It goes

advocate for the project who is also a

on a private parcel with transportation

without saying that understanding the

great connector. The cases examined

advocacy and planning on a district-wide

“market” also helps shape strategies.

here present a diverse group of individ-

scale. These projects have effectively

How desirable is the area? Will it be a

uals; the “visionary” role can be filled by

combined aspects of different place-

struggle to attract people? Proponents

anyone from a community activist to a

making models in a strategic way that is

knew that extensive programming would

city official, from a foundation funder to

context-savvy and flexible.

be needed to draw visitors to Discovery

a developer. Regardless of their official

Green—in a downtown area suffering

capacity, a key characteristic of project

from disinvestment, with few residents

leaders is that they aren’t afraid to ask

and a perceived crime issue. StreetsAlive

for help. Robert Hammond of Friends

organizers in Fargo stressed the fun and

of the High Line says of himself and

community-centered qualities of its

his co-founder, “We lacked any kind of

events, knowing a hard sell on alternative

relevant expertise. All we did was raise

transportation and a reduction on auto

the flag—we made a lot of phone calls

dependency would turn people off. An

to people who we thought could help

early survey of context can help avoid the

us.” These leaders are also salesmen,

disappointment of overpromising based

generating enough enthusiasm and op-

on non-comparable precedents. A “com-

timism for a project to win over skeptical

munity expert” can often do this more

city officials and community naysayers.

Newark Court Alley, Cleveland Intersection
Repair, Cleveland, OH

Photo by Janet Century Photography for Neighborhood Connections

What separates the projects we brag

Corona Plaza, Queens, NY
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In Shreveport, the local Arts Council was

for young children in a private yard. Oth-

pletion” of the project is far from

chosen by the City to lead a placemaking

er communities are difficult to identify

the end of the placemaking effort.

project for a large downtown area—an

or may not fit traditional notions of that

Success at identifying these ongoing

oversight role that might traditionally be

term: business people mostly hidden

“making” activities and engagement

spearheaded by a public planning authori-

from view who leave the area at 5pm,

in the civic processes that support

ty or redevelopment agency. As one stake-

suburban families who drive to cities to

them, creates the mutual relation-

holder puts it, the Arts Council “really

use an urban green space, tourists in a

ship between community and place

knows how to throw a party.” The impor-

downtown park. Temporary, tactical, and

that lifts these placemaking projects

tance of social connection should not be

event-based placemaking can help iden-

above a simple sum of the parts.

minimized: what placemaking requires is

tify communities that might otherwise go

not an expert leader who understands the

unnoticed, by allowing them to self-iden-

The virtuous cycle model can benefit

intricacies of zoning or landscape design,

tify. These initiatives engage community

the larger placemaking field. Each new

but a savvy generalist who knows where

by giving them something tangible to

step in each new project represents a

to find these people and how best to use

react to, which makes the placemaker’s

learning opportunity not just for the

them. These leaders balance the visionary

job of outreach and inclusion easier. The

project, but for the larger community of

with the strategic, the political with the

act of creating, rather than reacting or

placemakers. The field has everything

social, and the lofty with the practical.

opposing, brings a self-selected group

to gain from an open-source model,

to the table—a group ready to deliberate

wherein information about tactics, ob-

It should be obvious by now that effective

and create positive change. As Team Bet-

stacles, successes, and failures becomes

engagement of community tops the list

ter Block has found during the weekend

a constantly-updating resource base for

of crucial characteristics of successful

events it facilitates, “trouble makers and

the placemaking community. Battling an

placemaking, but since it’s surprisingly

naysayers will quickly drop out when

ever-shrinking pool of resources, place-

rare to see it done well, it bears some

physical work is involved.”

makers must learn to share knowledge,

discussion. The projects that are most

their most valuable resource; as Mickey

successful at engaging their communities

The best forms of community engage-

Zeppelin says, “community is commu-

are the ones that treat this engagement

ment, and in fact the best forms of

nication.” The diversity and strength of

as an ongoing process, rather than a

placemaking, are those that recognize

placemaking projects in the twenty-first

single required step of input or feedback.

and exploit the virtuous cycle of mutual

century presents tremendous oppor-

Further, effective engagement is sensitive

stewardship between community and

tunity for the collective understanding

to each community’s individual social

place. This is the conceptual glue that

and advancement of the entire field.

context. In Corona Plaza, the community

supports success at the project level and

A successful project can, and should,

design forums held in traditional town-

propels the placemaking field forward.

advance the virtuous cycle for place-

hall settings failed to attract the commu-

In most successful cases, the “com-

making as a whole.

nity of new immigrants from Mexico and
Ecuador, so plaza officials elected to bring
the designs to the plaza itself, during a
cultural festival. Children are frequent
overlooked in the planning process. Mike
Lanza, the founder of Playborhood, simply provides fun toys, installations and
spaces for kids to play in his Menlo Park,
CA front yard and provides opportunities for them to paint pavement, scrawl
on playhouse walls and personalize this
space—appropriate levels of engagement
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users of public places but are usually

